Usage Instructions

C3586, C3587, C3588, C3589, C3590, C3591, C3592

Product Name
Eco-Fin™ Cubes
Benefits
100% disposable and biodegradable.
No artificial fragrance or dyes.
Delivers rich plant-based moisturizers.

Ingredients
Palm kernel oil, soy oil, shea butter, jojoba oil, vitamin E, organic coconut oil, and scent
appropriate essential oils and/or natural and organic aromas.
Always check your state regulations to ensure that you are practicing within the scope
of your license.
Preparation
1. Put one Eco-Fin Biodegradable Liner (C226T) into
each Eco-Sleeve (Mitts: C3600. Booties: C3601).
2. Roll the edge of the liner over the cuff of the sleeve.
Procedure
1. Have your guest select the variety of Eco-Fin they would like to use during their
treatment.
2. Drop the selected Eco-Fin Cube into the prepared Eco-Sleeve. Roll the sleeve over
itself into a tidy roll.
Note: For convenience, you can order extra Eco-Sleeves for Mitts and Eco-Sleeves
for Booties and prepare several rolls ahead of time. They can be kept warm in your
hot towel cabi, or you can warm them in the microwave for approximately 30
seconds. Use caution when using microwaves as they vary and may require less
heating time. Overheating can melt the plastic liners.
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3. If you don’t have a warmed sleeve already prepared, warm your rolled Eco-Sleeve
containing the Eco-Fin Cube in the microwave for 30 seconds. Use caution when
using microwaves as they vary and may require less heating time. Overheating can
melt the plastic liners.
4. Unroll the Eco-Sleeve and slide it onto guest’s hand or foot. Help disperse the rich
emulsion evenly by massaging over the hands or feet.
5. Place warm herbal or electric mitts/booties onto the hands
or feet.
6. Remove mitts/booties and liners after 10 to 15 minutes
and massage remaining emulsion into hands and forearms
or feet and legs. Discard used liners and reuse
sleeves/herbal mitts & booties.

